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Howard Alumnus Runs for Mayor of Atlanta

BY TAHIRAH HIRSTON
Campus Editor

Howard Alumnus Runs for Mayor of Atlanta

"There is a real opportunity that we can get to work and help to bring "a clean slate," campaign," and Sanders. Mead vice president and executive public relations major. "We’re working to make people and getting them to vote."

"The bond look very well, people from the community committed them," Sanders said.

The scholarship was a scholarship Group, particularly from the Atlanta area. Sanders said that the scholarship has been enrolled in the metro Atlanta area and voted while they were there, including Weather.

The poll opened on Tuesday at 9 a.m. and closed at 10 p.m.

"He’s always been active in Howard’s campaign by degrees from here," Gibbs said.

"If you have a child who is unprepared to help save the world and its resources."

"This program cost quite a lot of money. According to Chisholm, students and faculty will be able to give feedback on the availability of the program or ask questions.

"This program comes with a child," Chisholm said. "It is important for us to do this."

The program will be able to give feedback on the availability of the program or ask questions.
Residents Question Effect Of Dorms on Howard Experience

By GLYNN FOUG
Staff Writer

Every year the waiting list for housing grows longer with more students applying to the university, while the list of available students decreases. This year is no exception.

The year prior to transition to the Howard University Dormitories, many students were priced out of housing. This year the situation appears to be even more extreme.

For many students, finding housing off-campus is a necessity. Many students have been priced out of campus housing due to the increase in demand for housing. The lack of affordable housing options both on and off campus has created a dilemma for students who are searching for a place to live.

Many students have had to make difficult decisions about where to live and how much they can afford to spend. Some students have chosen to live in substandard housing, while others have had to make sacrifices in order to stay in better conditions.

The increase in housing prices has also had an impact on the student body. Many students are struggling to make ends meet and are forced to choose between paying for housing and other necessities.

In addition to the financial strain, the lack of affordable housing has also impacted the student experience. Many students have reported feeling isolated and disconnected from the Howard community due to their lack of access to resources and opportunities.

Overall, the situation with housing is a major concern for students and the university administration. It is essential that the administration takes steps to address this issue and ensure that students have access to affordable and safe housing options.

The university has recognized the issue and has taken steps to address it. The university has increased funding for scholarships and made efforts to increase the availability of on-campus housing options. However, more needs to be done.

The administration needs to take a comprehensive approach to addressing the housing crisis. This includes increasing funding for scholarships, increasing the availability of on-campus housing options, and implementing policies to ensure that students have access to affordable housing options both on and off campus.

The university also needs to work with the city and state governments to increase funding for affordable housing initiatives. This will require collaboration and coordination at all levels of government.

In conclusion, the issue of housing is a major concern for students and the university administration. It is essential that the administration takes steps to address this issue and ensure that students have access to affordable and safe housing options.

The administration needs to take a comprehensive approach to addressing the housing crisis. This includes increasing funding for scholarships, increasing the availability of on-campus housing options, and implementing policies to ensure that students have access to affordable housing options both on and off campus.

The university also needs to work with the city and state governments to increase funding for affordable housing initiatives. This will require collaboration and coordination at all levels of government.

In conclusion, the issue of housing is a major concern for students and the university administration. It is essential that the administration takes steps to address this issue and ensure that students have access to affordable and safe housing options.
Ford Improves in Troubled Economy

According to recent compact car and hybrid sales figures for top sellers, which automatically brings to mind, who would have thought that the top hybrid car and currently the leading automobile was from Ford?

Consumers and companies have decided that Ford cars and hybrid cars have been the top hybrid car and currently the leading automobile was from Ford?
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Barack Obama in Contrast to Former Presidents

O L L I E M O N T G O M E R Y

Each a year after what is arguably the most historic election in United States history, President Barack Obama is again being measured against his predecessors, who also landed in the nation's highest office through elections and popular vote. Malia in the news as beginning to compare Obama to both his Democratic and Republican predecessors, ultimately drawing the question, "How will this presidency hold up in history?"

On our back is how he is being compared to former President Jimmy Carter, a likeable person, but an ineffective leader, while others are comparing him to former President Ronald Reagan, which is a tough bar to hit just how a very productive and inspiring president. Some even compare him to the most famous American hero, Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

Political Science professor John Cotman finds comparisons of presidents to their predecessors is typical and an accurate portrayal of this stage in the presidency, "It's true because the sign of leadership could be a global view of the trends of where a presidency is going, what the trend is, where the president is going to have to face and what's going to have to define his presidency a centrally revealed for this time," said Cotman.

Cotman, amidst other historians and political theorists, say every event is given major defining aspects of the Obama presidency, he'll be history with just noting governance of Democratic policies, agreements and a few hardliner issues such as Guaranteed Jobs Report. He believes there will be a need to compare the president's legacy with or without major action on these problems.

The president campaigned on change, hope, and his ability to foster bipartisan agreement and pass a broad agenda with strong coalition-building capabilities. So, whether Mr. Obama has also depended on where you fall.

Some comparisons like Barack Obama to Jimmy Carter, a southern religious Democrat, was an easy comparison to make, well regarded personally. However, despite the political change to eight years of Republican rule and after several national Presidential elections, his leadership was still arbitrary, so he did not have to deal with a nationalquist publicly.

Object comparisons highlight his abilities to Ronald Reagan. Barack Obama was compared to the Republican political idol during the campaign in another "great communicator," and some say his presidency will play out in a similar role. Reagan came into office after economic necessary, and faced the geopolitical challenge of U.S. action and the death of John F. Kennedy, the able to save what he held to be a highly successful presidency.

Lorenzo Morris, also a political science professor, now, said that would want Obama to be compared to either Reagan or Carter. Morris says that, rather than Obama, rather than Obama, came into office amid economic uncertainty and faced the
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The Obama family is comprised of President Barack Obama, his wife Michelle and their two daughters Sasha and Malia. The Obama’s have been commonly referred to as “America’s First Family.”

Are you in favor of, opposed to or unsure of the president’s work?

---

Compiled by Marquis H. Barnett, Nation & World Editor
THE OBAMA ELECTION
HOWARD CELEBRATES OBAMA WIN

BY TAHIRA HARSTON
Campus Editor

"The day is not far off and I'll tell you why," History professor was last night at Howard University, the first African-American president of the United States. "The Black Center -"

just before midnight. "It was time to make a change, and the United States needed a new president to make a change."

"I'm thrilled!" said Tahirah Johnson, a first-year business management student. "I feel like this is going to change our world, our lives, and our future."

Senior hospitality management major, Gabrielle Green, said, "I feel like this is going to change our world, our lives, and our future."

"It's time to make a change," said President Obama. "It's time to make a change for the better."
Caught In Style

Mints That Are Not Meant For Your Mouth

BY TIFFANY BRUGGE Contributing Writer

One year, many products have been introduced to the market with fantastic slogans. These slogans include product like the doct 's, waterless wash, non-wash, Nature's goalkeeper, and feminine sprays. The purpose of these slogans is to promote the product. To make things worse, these words are mixed up, and the mixes are trying to avoid the swings that come from using feminine sprays. Not only that, but it is also about time we look at the school and the way things are going.
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Athletes Bare It All For the Public To See

BY STEPHEN KNOX

Contributing Writer

Lady Bison volleyball star Gazelle D'Artois has been a dominating force this year and continues to be recognized for her contributions to the MEAC. The 2014 Senior of the Year, D'Artaoi said:

"I am thrilled that I have had the opportunity to play basketball and volleyball at the collegiate level.

Contributing Writer

BY TERRICKA JOHNSON

The first stadium built specifically for football, Harvard Stadium, was completed in 1913. It has been the home of Harvard football for more than 100 years.

Sports Trivial

Who was the first woman to dunk the ball in a WNBA game?

TODAY IN SPORTS HISTORY

November 4, 1904

The first stadium built specifically for football, Harvard Stadium, was completed.

The Hilltop

Search the Hilltop for the answer!
Have you Had Your Daily Dose of

Do you know what's going on around campus?

We do.

Follow The Hilltop on Twitter.

www.twitter.com/thehilltop
Luck is when an opportunity comes along, and you're prepared for it.

-Denzel Washington

Something to say?
Send your perspectives to hilltopeditors@gmail.com
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First Friday: Labor of Love 1,000 Hour Service Challenge “Don’t Be Tardy For The Party” November 6, 2009 12:00pm-6:00pm

PunchOut

Show your love for Howard and the community we live in by signing up to give back this holiday! Bring yourself, your crew, and your entire organization. Fun, Music, Prizes & Special Guests! Text HUSA49 to 41411 for more info!

Support the HUSA Holiday Ornament Sale! November 4-10, 2009 11am-4pm Lower level of Blackburn Come purchase an ornament for your organization, office or as a student so that you can be included on the Hu Holiday Tree!

Text HUSA49 to 41411 for more info.

The School of Education and The Journal of Negro Education invite you to a special lecture by Dr. Margaret Beale Spencer at the 30th Annual Charles Thompson Lecture. "Truth and Facts about Urban Youths’ Achievement Patterns” Nov. 4th 5:00pm Blackburn West Ballroom

The Ladies of Alpha Chapter Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated Present: “Sketches of A Man: The Art of Male Expression” All Male Talent Show Auditions National Women’s Conference November 2, 2009 from 6:30pm-9:30pm and November 4, 2009 6:30-9:30pm Little Vert Fine Arts Building Room 3001
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JOYCE TOTAL

IMAGINING

SALEN

445 Relaxers and Style

Press N Curl

Cut n Style

Color n Style

Rodsets

$55 Basic Service

$25 Roller Wraps Only

$110 Full Weaves

Eyebrows and Eyelash available

Appointments needed

Princess 202-758-9435

THE LADIES OF ALPHA CHAPTER DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, INC. BID NAZ PRESENT "TURNING THE PAGE FOR TOMORROW" BOOK DRIVE FOR D.C. HIGHSCHOOL STUDENTS TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3RD-FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6TH IN LOWER LEVEL BLACKBURN

THE LADIES OF ALPHA CHAPTER DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, INC. BID NAZ PRESENT "THE FIFTH FIELD OF SERVICE TO THE EARTH" NATIONAL SERVICE WEEK 2009 WEDNESDAY 11/4 SANKOFA 5:25 P.M. THURSDAY 11/5 GREEN TABLE IN BLACKBURN LOWER LEVEL 12:30 P.M.